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Interesting Resources We Found for You
1. Bitcoin First White Paper: Why investors need to consider bitcoin separately from other digital assets: [Click here]
2. What’s next: Student loan debt forgiveness: [Click here]
3. LARRY FINK’S 2022 CHAIRMAN’S LETTER: To our shareholders: [Click here]
4. Ray Dalio said he held some bitcoin. Now Bridgewater is reportedly preparing to back a crypto fund for the first time:
[Click here]

Member-Made Videos
1. Gamestar+:  YouTube [Click here], Bilibili [Click here]
     Video author: Corrao Joseph, Lewis Chetana, Singh Karan, Islam Uroosa
     Description: A streaming service that offers family game night games like Family Feud and Jeopardy.
2. What Kind of Investor Are You? Investor Profiling: YouTube [Click here], Bilibili [Click here]
     Video author: Weilu Hou, Stony Finance Lab
     Description: This video will introduce the concepts of investing versus trading. This includes the definitions of each as
well as different methods of investing and trading. Short and long positions as well as buying and selling options are
explained along with types of traders. In order to understand how people determine what kind of investors they are, risk
capacity and risk tolerance are explained. Relevant investing terms like ESG will also be discussed in order to highlight
how investors are becoming more conscious of the types of companies/stocks they are investing in.
To view past research videos or workshop recordings, visit our channels at

Jobs Board: Blockchain and Crypto
Payments Risk Analyst at Coinbase

Director of Equity Administration at Coinbase

Account Executive, Commerce at Coinbase

Senior Financial Analyst, FP&A at Coinbase

Associate/Manager, Strategic Finance at Binance

Director, Institutional Sales Marketing at Coinbase

Account Executive, Coinbase Analytics at Coinbase

Assistant Finance Manager- Global Fintech Startup at Crypto.com

Business Operations & Strategy Manager, Crypto & Ecosystems at Coinbase

    The jobs above are collected by our volunteer Yuelin Peng. The Lab is not liable for verifying the information or the consequences of using the shared information.
Users should take responsibility to do their own due diligence and bear all consequences of using the information. To view past postings on job and career, please
visit

Share and Donate
  Thanks to our members and volunteers for contributions to this newsletter.
  To share information or research with the community, submit it through "Share" below. We will include it if the content is
deemed appropriate.
  Support our efforts to make free and useful financial education content by donating to @stonyfinlab via Venmo!

Stony Finance Lab
    Stony Finance Lab is a community-based finance network that aims to promote personal financial responsibility and helps the
community to achieve financial confidence and financial independence through life-long learning. The emails are to distribute news and
information on finance research, events, jobs related to personal finance, investments of financial and digital assets, academic finance, and
entrepreneurship. All emails are for information sharing only and shall not be deemed as financial advice. The Lab is not liable for the
consequence of using any information contained in the emails.
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